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ABSTRACT
Advancement in the field of information technology has enabled us to optimize the use of physical infrastructure with the help of virtualization, most of which is only used in specific applications like virtualizing a local area network on switch or virtualizing a compute resource to run more than one operating system on a desktop. The benefits of same has not been completely implemented and utilized in education and research environments where we require a large amount of IT resources. Cloud computing has emerged as one step further solution to deploy all virtualized IT resources as per need on self-service basis as a rental method for the users. Different cloud deployment methods have emerged according to the need of users, institutions and communities. This paper describes the framework of design and implementing a simple private cloud for education and research based on chip level virtualization with hypervisor to establish a simple model of Infrastructure as a service in cloud computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In last decade virtualization has been a milestone in enabling optimal usage of information technology resources. Cloud computing has provided a platform for deploying everything in IT as a Service, which has changed the economics of IT based business and organizations from Capital Expenditure to Operational Expenditure. For enabling Cloud services we first need to understand our existing infrastructure. In second step we should be able to virtualize it for optimal usage. Then with the help of existing cloud applications we can deliver and deploy information technology as a resource at various levels such as infrastructure, platform, and software.

The advantage of using private cloud in education and research field is to enable complete utilization of Information technology resources, where most of the resources are underutilized. The cost involved in maintenance and management of those resources is huge which can be saved due to centralized management of private cloud infrastructure. We create private cloud keeping in mind

- Availability and performance requirements for the cloud
- Infrastructure sizing, performance and continual availability requirements
- The need for data security or isolation
- The appropriate user interface

There are majorly three cloud service models existing. Infrastructure as a Service provides capability to the consumer to hire infrastructure components such as servers, storage, and network. It enables consumers to deploy and run software, including OS and applications. Consumer pays for infrastructure components usage, for example, storage capacity, CPU usage, etc.

Cloud---Infrastructure-as-a-service

In platform as a Service consumer can deploy consumer-created or acquired applications on the cloud provider’s infrastructure. Consumer has control over deployed applications and possible application hosting environment configurations. Consumer is billed for platform software components which include its associated infrastructure cost such as OS, Databases, and Middleware.
In Software as a Service cloud application consumer can use provider’s applications running in a cloud infrastructure. In this complete stack including application is provided as a service. Application is accessible from various client devices, for example, via a thin client interface such as a web browser.

2. PROPOSED DESIGN
Designing private cloud consists of following steps:

- Deploy private cloud infrastructure from the different fabric resources in the data center.
- Deploy compute fabric through bare metal operating system deployments of Hypervisors.
- Discover, classify, and allocate our storage fabric for private cloud use.
- Abstract our networking fabric for use in private cloud.
- Pull these fabric resources together and create a cluster for use as the underlying infrastructure for the private cloud.

2.1 Cloud Infrastructure Framework
The cloud infrastructure consists of the following components:

- Physical Infrastructure which includes physical IT resources such as physical servers, storage systems and physical network components. Physical servers are connected to each other, to the storage systems, and to clients via physical networks.
- Virtual infrastructure which includes Resource pools (CPU, memory, network bandwidth, storage), Identity pools (vlan ID, mac address) and Virtual IT resources such as virtual machines, virtual volumes and virtual networks such as virtual switches and virtual NIC’s. Virtual IT resources obtain capacity and identity from resource and identity pools.
- Application and platform software such as OS, Database. These are created to provide software-as-a-service and Platform-as-a-service.
- Cloud Infrastructure Management and service creation tools consists of following components
  - Virtual infrastructure management software – It creates pools of available physical infrastructure like creating storage pools, create vlan ID pools, CPU and memory pool. After creating pools this software help creating virtual infrastructure such as virtual machines, virtual LAN and virtual volumes.
  - Unified management software – It interacts with virtual infrastructure software and collects information on existing physical and virtual infrastructure configurations. Unified software uses this information and provides a consolidated view of IT resources scattered across VDC’s. This helps an administrator to monitor performance, capacity and availability of physical and virtual resources centrally. It also enables administrator to add capacity and identity to the existing pools. It passes configuration commands to the respective VDC management software and hence eliminates the administration of IT resources separately.
  - User access management software – Allows users to request cloud services. It interacts with unified management
software and forwards all service requests. It helps administrator to create and publish cloud service catalogue. It also authenticates users before fulfilling their service requests and monitors allocation or usage of resources associated with each Cloud service instance.

2.2 Lab set up for demonstration of Storage Virtualization
For teaching practical cloud computing, we can take approach of massive virtualization as one of the first step to enable cloud. We can demonstrate the abstraction of storage space with the help of storage virtualization by implementing Linux volume manager and creating logical volumes on the pool of physical volumes.

A Logical Volume Manager (LVM) abstracts disk devices into “pools” of storage space called Volume Groups (VGs). These Volume Groups may then be subdivided into virtual disks called Logical Volumes (LVs). These may be used just like “regular” disks, with file systems created on them, and mounted in the UNIX file system tree. There are many different implementations of the general concept of Logical Volume Management.

Some simple commands and steps to create storage virtualization with the help of Linux volume manager.

```
# fdisk /dev/sdb
# pvcreate /dev/sdb1
Physical volume “/dev/sdb1” successfully created
# vgcreate testvg /dev/sdb1
Volume group “testvg” successfully created
# lvcreate -L 20M -n testlv testvg
Logical volume “testlv” created
# mkfs.ext3 /dev/testvg/testlv
[... loads of superfluous text removed ...]
# mkdir /mnt/test
# mount /dev/testvg/testlv /mnt/test
```

2.3 Lab set up for demonstration of Network Virtualization
Like storage virtualization we can also demonstrate network virtualization concept with the help of VLAN implementation which is easily possible in a simple lab environment or on a network simulator like Boson or Packet Tracer.

```
vtp mode [server | client | transparent] - In global configuration mode, this command sets the operational VTP mode for the switch. The default is server.

vtp domain name - In global configuration mode, this command assigns a VTP domain name, which allows the switch to send VTP advertisements out trunk links. The default is NULL, which would allow a switch to join the first domain it received an update from.

show vtp status - Displays VTP status information including configuration revision number, domain name, and switch mode.

Switchport mode [trunk | access] [dynamic [desirable | auto | nonegotiate]] - In interface configuration mode, this configures the behavior of the interface. Trunk mode will force frame tagging. Dynamic mode can become a trunk if it negotiates with the other side of the link. Access mode is a no trunk port.

switchport trunk encapsulation [isl | dot1q] - Used in interface configuration mode to specify a trunking protocol. For some switches, before you can set an interface to trunk mode, you must first specify the encapsulation.

show interface [type module|port] trunk - Displays trunking information about the active or specified trunk links on the switch.

show interface [type module|port] switchport - Displays Layer 2 configuration and operational parameters of the switch. This includes VLAN membership and trunking status.

vlan number - In global configuration mode, this command defines a VLAN and puts the switch into VLAN configuration mode. In VLAN configuration mode, commands such as name can be used to further define the VLAN.
```
show vlan [id vlan#] - Displays VLAN information. The id option allows you to specify a particular VLAN.

switchport access vlan [1-4096 | dynamic] - In interface configuration mode, this command assigns an access port to a VLAN or makes it a dynamic port.

show vlan brief - Displays a brief table of the VLANs, including the port membership for each VLAN.

2.4 Lab set up for demonstration of Compute Virtualization for enabling a base cloud

We can set up a private cloud in lab for teaching purposes with the help of minimum two computer system connected with a physical switch.

The minimum required components of the test lab are following:

- The product disc or files for Windows Server 2012 Standard or Datacentre.
- Two physical computers that meet the minimum hardware requirements:
  - 64 bit Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel VT) or AMD Virtualization (AMD-V) processor (2.8 Ghz dual core or better recommended)
  - Dual 320 GB hard disks
  - 8 GB RAM
  - DVD drive optional
  - Network adapter
  - Two physical computers that meet the minimum software requirements:
    - For client machine Windows 7/8 or Windows Server 2008R2/2012are required.

Note: The two host machines selected for labs must use the same processor architecture. Both host machines must be running either Intel VT or AMD-V processor.

Steps for private cloud set up in lab are:

1. Configure Hypervisor1
2. Configure Hypervisor2
3. Configure Domain Controller 1
4. Configure Application Server 1
5. Configure Client 1
6. Join Hypervisor1 to the privatcloud.com
7. Join Hypervisor 2 to the privatcloud.com

Step 1: Configure Hypervisor 1

Hypervisor 1 configuration consists of the following:

- Attach vhd disk with operating system included or install the new operating system
- Configure TCP/IP
- Install the Hyper-V role (Add roles and features)
- Configure a virtual switch

Step 2: Configure Hypervisor 2

Hypervisor 2 configuration consists of the following:

- Attach vhd disk with operating system included or install the new operating system
- Configure TCP/IP
- Install Hyper-V role
- Configure virtual switch

Step 3: Configure Domain Controller 1

Domain Controller 1 provides the following services:

- A domain controller for the privatcloud.com Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain
- A DNS server
- Domain Controller 1 configuration consists of the
following:

- Install the operating system on Domain Controller 1
- Configure TCP/IP
- Install Active Directory and DNS
- Create a user account in Active Directory

Step 4: Configure Application Server 1

Application Server 1 provides web and file sharing services. Application Server 1 configuration consists of the following:

- Install the operating system.
- Configure TCP/IP.
- Join the computer to the domain.
- Install the Web Server (IIS) role.
- Create a shared folder.

Step 4: Configure CLIENT1

CLIENT1 configuration consists of the following:

- Install the operating system
- Join CLIENT1 to the PRIVATECLOUD domain

Step 5: Join HV1 to the privatecloud.com domain

Step 6: Join HV2 to the privatecloud.com domain

2.5 Delivering IT as a Service

All the processes involved in delivering IT as a service, can really be categorized into three areas:

- Application management: Deploying and operating our business applications.
- Service delivery and automation: Standardizing and automating service and resource provisioning, and managing change and access controls.
- Infrastructure management: Deploying and operating the entire underlying infrastructure on which our business applications and services run.

Windows system center 2012 following components are capable to deliver IT as a Service like App Controller would offer that self-service experience that allows your application owners to manage their apps across private and public environments. Service Manager offers the standardized self-service catalog that defines “templates” for your applications and infrastructure. App Controller, Virtual Machine Manager, Service Manager, and Operations Manager work together to maintain the service model through the application service life cycle. Orchestrator and Service Manager offer orchestrated automation for the process workflows required to drive your provisioning and monitoring tools. Virtual Machine Manager and Configuration Manager can provision physical, virtual, and cloud environments. Operations Manager (AVI code capabilities will be built into Operations Manager) monitors your application services end to end and offers deep app insight to help you deliver predictable SLA.

Open Stack and Open Nebula are prominent open source cloud applications for providing infrastructure as a service. Cloud Foundry is an open platform as a service, providing a choice of clouds, developer frameworks and application services. Cloud Foundry makes it faster and easier to build, test, deploy and scale applications. Cloud Platform is the
application-centric, cloud orchestration platform that enables you to quickly and efficiently build a cloud.

3. ROLE OF COMMUNITY CLOUD COMPUTING IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

Cloud Deployment Model – Community Cloud

To make computing resources availability more economic for education and research activities, community cloud framework is proposed. In this system massive virtualization of distributed infrastructure of all the educational institutes can lead to optimal utilization of resources.

- Cloud infrastructure will be shared by several educational organisations and will support the concern of higher education and research
- Shared concerns could be mission, information technology resources requirements, integrated research resources, and technology enabled teaching and instructional methodologies.
- It will reduce the overhead expenditure of managing the IT infrastructure.
- This is economic than private cloud and offer a higher level of privacy, security and policy compliance.

Community cloud computing for education and research is next economic platform for delivering Information Technology as a service for the growth of research activities. In future work we can go into details of details and designing community cloud services and its challenges. This work will help supporting and enhancing quality of education and research especially in developing countries. It will change the capital expenditure requirement of various newly established institutes to operational expenditure for simply hiring the resources from community cloud services and still providing all the Information Technology facilities to students for research and education.
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